Abstract. In this paper, we study a class of non-weight modules over the affine-Virasoro algebra of type A 1 , which are free modules of rank one when restricted to the Cartan subalgebra (modulo center). We give the classification of such modules. Moreover, the simplicity and the isomorphism classes of these modules are determined.
Introduction
The Virasoro algebra is an infinite dimensional Lie algebra over C with basis {d i , C | i ∈ Z} and defining relations
which is the universal central extension of the so-called infinite dimensional Witt algebra of rank one. The Virasoro algebra occurs as the algebra of the conformal group in one dimension, or in the form of two commuting copies. Affine Lie algebras play an important role in string theory and two-dimensional conformal field theory. It is well known that the Virasoro algebra and the affine Lie algebras have been widely used in many physics areas and mathematical branches. Their close relationship strongly suggests that they should be considered simultaneously, that is, as one algebraic structure. Actually this has led to the definition of the so-called affine-Virasoro algebra, which is the semidirect product of the Virasoro algebra and an affine Kac-Moody Lie algebra with a common center. AffineVirasoro algebras are very meaningful in the sense that they are closely connected to the conformal field theory. For example, the even part of N = 3 superconformal algebra [10] is just the affine-Virasoro algebra of type A 1 . Highest weight representations and integrable representations of the affine-Virasoro algebras have been extensively studied (cf. [11] , [15] - [18] , [27] ). The author in [2] presented the classification of all simple Harish-Chandra modules with nonzero central actions over the affine-Virasoro algebras. However, all simple uniform bounded modules over these algebras are not yet classified except the affine-Virasoro algebra of type A 1 [12] .
In recent years, many authors constructed various simple non-Harish-Chandra modules and simple non-weight modules (cf. [1] , [3] - [9] , [19] - [26] ). In particular, J. Nilsson [23] constructed a class of sl n+1 -modules that are free of rank one when restricted to the Cartan subalgebra. This kind of non-weight modules, which many authors call U(h)-free modules, have been extensively studied. In the paper [23] and a subsequent paper [24] , J. Nilsson showed that a finite dimensional simple Lie algebra has nontrivial U(h)-free modules if and only if it is of type A or C. Furthermore, the U(h)-free modules of rank one for the Kac- Moody Lie algebras were determined in [3] . And the idea was exploited and generalized to consider modules over infinite dimensional Lie algebras, such as the Witt algebras of arbitrary rank [26] , Heisenberg-Virasoro algebra and W (2, 2) algebra [6] , the algebras Vir(a, b) [14] , the Lie algebras related to the Virasoro algebra [8, 9] and so on. The aim of this paper is to classify such modules for the the affine-Virasoro algebra of type A 1 .
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we construct a class of non-weight modules over the affine-Virasoro algebra of type A 1 , and study the simplicity and isomorphic relations of these modules. Section 3 is devoted to classifying all modules whose restriction to the Cartan subalgebra (modulo center) are free of rank one over the affine-Virasoro algebra of type A 1 .
Throughout the paper, we denote by C, Z, C * , Z + the sets of complex numbers, integers, nonzero complex numbers and nonnegative integers, respectively. All vector spaces are assumed to be over C. For a Lie algebra g, we use U(g) to denote the universal enveloping algebra of g.
Preliminaries
In this section, we shall introduce some basic notations and establish some related results.
Definition 2.1. Let L be a finite-dimensional Lie algebra with a non-degenerated invariant symmetric bilinear form (·, ·). The affine-Virasoro algebra L av is the vector space
with the Lie brackets:
We see that if L = Ce is one-dimensional, then L av is just the twisted Heisenberg-Virasoro algebra (one center element). In the following we only consider specially L as the simple Lie algebra sl 2 = span C {e, f, h}.
Definition 2.2. Take L to be the Lie algebra sl 2 in Definition 2.1. Then the resulting Lie algebra L (here the bilinear form (·, ·) is normalized by (e, f ) = 1) with C-basis
∈ Z} subject to the following Lie brackets:
is called the affine-Virasoro algebra of type A 1 .
be the polynomial algebra in variables s and t with coefficients in C. For λ, α ∈ C * , β, γ ∈ C, i ∈ Z and g(s, t) ∈ C[s, t], define the action of L on C[s, t] as follows: fact needs to be pointed here is: though H h is an quotient algebra of the Heisenberg-Virasoro algebra Vir(0, 0), they have the same submodule structure on C[s, t] (cf. [6] or [14] ).
Proposition 2.5. Ω(λ, α, β, γ), ∆(λ, α, β, γ) and Θ(λ, α, β, γ) are L-modules under the actions given in Definition 2.3. Moreover, Ω(λ, α, β, γ) and ∆(λ, α, β, γ) are simple for all λ, α ∈ C * and β, γ ∈ C; Θ(λ, α, β, γ) is simple if and only if 2β / ∈ Z + .
Proof. For the first statement, we only tackle the case Ω(λ, α, β, γ), since the other two cases can be treated similarly. In view of the H h -action, we know the following relations
hold on Ω(λ, α, β, γ) by [14, Proposition 2.2]. Note according to the above definition for any
and
And the last three relations
can be checked easily, proving the first statement. 
by [13, Theorem 2.3] and Remark 2.4(2).
, then from the definition of the module structure one can inductively show that
Note that we can make g(t) and g(t − 2k) coprime by choosing k large enough.
If W = C[s, t]sg(t) + C[s, t]tg(t), then using induction on k one has
and the subtraction of these two gives
It is easy to see that tg(t) and g(t − 2k) coprime by choosing k large enough. That is,
we have coprime elements in W and therefore 1 ∈ W in both cases. Using the similar argument as for Ω(λ, α, β, γ) but respectively replacing e 0 , e 1 with f 0 , f 1 we see that 1 ∈ W if W ⊆ ∆(λ, α, β, γ).
Now assume that W ⊆ Θ(λ, α, β, γ).
, then using induction on k one immediately has
And for the other case W = C[s, t]sg(t) + C[s, t]tg(t), one has
Note that if 2β / ∈ Z + , then e k 0 · g(t) and f k 0 · g(t) (resp. e k 0 · tg(t) and f k 0 · tg(t)) for large enough k are coprime elements in W . Thus, 1 ∈ W .
Assume that 2β ∈ Z + . Consider the vector space
Clearly,
For any 0 = g(s, t)
+ β − n) ∈ V and i ∈ Z, we have
These along with (2.1) show that V is a proper submodule. Furthermore, (2.2) and (2.3) entail us to establish an L-module isomorphism
This completes the proof.
The following proposition gives a characterization of isomorphisms between the L-modules constructed above.
Proof. We only prove (2.4), a similar argument can be applied to (2.5) and (2.6). For this, it suffices to show the " =⇒ " part.
by [14, Proposition 2.3(ii)]. Now for any g(t) ∈ C[t], we have
It is easy to see from the first two formulae above that α = α ′ , which together with the first and third formulae gives rise to β = β ′ or β = −β ′ − 1. This completes the proof.
Main result
It is clear that the Cartan subalgebra (modulo center) of L is spanned by h 0 and d 0 .
The main result of the present paper is to classify all modules over L whose restrictions to U(Cd 0 ⊕ Ch 0 ) are free of rank 1. Before presenting the main result, we first give a lemma, which can be easily shown by induction on m.
Lemma 3.1. For any i ∈ Z and 0 ≤ m ∈ Z, we have
Any U(L)-module M such that its restriction to U(Cd 0 ⊕Ch 0 ) is free of rank 1 is isomorphic to one of the modules
for some λ, α ∈ C * and β, γ ∈ C.
Proof. Let M be an L-module which is a free U(Cd 0 ⊕ Ch 0 )-module of rank 1. Then M = U(Cd 0 ⊕Ch 0 ). It follows from viewing as an H h -module that M ∼ = Φ(λ, 0, p) by [14, Theorem 3.1]:
For any i ∈ Z, assume that E i (d 0 , h 0 ) = e i · 1 and
Then by Lemma 3.1,
Thus, the actions of e i and f i on M are completely determined by E i (d 0 , h 0 ) and
respectively. For this reason, in what follows we only need to determine E i (d 0 , h 0 ) and
Using (3.1) and (3.2), we present some formulae here, which will be used to do calculations in the following. The equations
are respectively equivalent to
and (3.3) would
give h 0 = 0, which is absurd. So we may assume
comparing highest degree terms, with respect to h 0 , of both sides of which gives
From now on the discussion are divided into the following three cases.
In this case, we have
. Inserting the two expressions into (3.3) one has
. Namely,
It follows from this and [
Inserting (3.6), (3.7) into (3.5) and equating the terms do not depend on h 0 of both sides, we obtain
And from [d i , e 0 ] · 1 = 0 we can deduce that p i (h 0 ) ∈ C, i.e., p i (h 0 ) = iγ for some γ ∈ C and all i ∈ Z. Thus, M ∼ = Ω(λ, α, β, γ). And from [d i , e 0 ] · 1 = 0 we see that for any i ∈ Z, p i (h 0 ) = iγ for some γ ∈ C. Then in this case, M ∼ = Θ(λ, α, β, γ).
